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Our lobbying trip to Washington, D.C. in September was a huge 
success! More than 30 directors, CEOs and top staff flew to D.C. 

to meet with our U.S. Senate and Congressional delegation to talk to 
them about federal issues impacting electric cooperatives. Over the 
course of a few days we met with U.S. Representatives Tom Emmer 
and Collin Peterson as well as Senator Tina Smith. We also met with 
high-level staff from the offices of Representatives Jason Lewis, Erik 
Paulsen, Rick Nolan, Tim Walz, and Senator Amy Klobuchar. 

We talked to our delegation about the importance of the Farm Bill 
to cooperatives as it contains programs for basic electrification, 
deployment of broadband, modernizing the grid and promoting 
economic development in rural America. We spoke about how 
the Senate version of the Farm Bill is problematic because, 
among other things, it contains provisions that would reduce the 
interest on previous deposits in the Cushion of Credit account. 
We explained how the 2017 Omnibus Tax Bill needs to be fixed 
because it changed the tax code in a way that could mean 
grants, for purposes such as broadband expansion, could impact 
cooperatives’ tax-exempt status. We spoke about how important 
it is that the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) is 
stopped from overcharging cooperative pensions. We explained 
why PURPA reform is necessary and how modifications to the 
Section 48A clean coal investment tax credit section would create 
incentives for carbon capture.  Finally, we provided an overall 
industry renewables update.

We made a strong impact on issues important to co-ops. Thanks 
to all who participated and made my first lobbying trip to D.C. a 
great one!

By Joyce Peppin, Director, Government Affairs and General Counsel

ELECTRIC CO-OPS IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 

The MREA Resolutions Committee will meet on Monday, 
January 14, 2019, from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at Minnesota Rural 

Electric Association. The committee shall receive and consider 
all resolutions presented by the board of directors of any MREA 
member cooperative.

MREA welcomes the submission of new or revised resolutions 
throughout the year.  For submissions to be considered for 
2019, the cut-off postmark date is Friday, December 7, 2018. In 
accordance with MREA’s board approved policies, only resolutions 
and amendments presented to the resolutions committee for 

consideration are in order for discussion from 
the floor during the MREA Annual Meeting. 
Also, the resolutions committee itself may 
originate, draft, and redraft resolutions for presentation to 
the voting delegates at the annual meeting.

For a copy of MREA's Resolutions, visit the Legislative Center on 
our website. A link can be found under the Legislative Publications 
section. Please submit new or revised resolutions to Joyce Peppin, 
director of government affairs and general counsel (joyce@mrea.org). 

CALL FOR MREA RESOLUTIONS

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Minnesota-Rural-Electric-Association/24318354379?ref=hl
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1344218?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Acompany%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1432157827512%2Ctas%3Aminnesota%20rural
https://twitter.com/?lang=en


MREA BURN CENTER BENEFIT 
BRINGS AID TO BURN VICTIMS 

In the past few weeks, members of the MREA Burn Center 
Benefit committee and MREA staff presented golf tournament 

proceeds of $46,633 to the three Minnesota Burn Centers. They 
were overwhelmingly thankful for the largest donation yet. Read 
below to learn how the proceeds are being used. 

Traci Marciniak, President of the Miller-Dwan Foundation in Duluth 
said, “The gift from MREA helped to secure specialized burn 
treatment equipment and for training staff to deliver the most 
effective, compassionate care.” They purchased a Thera Glide 
Safety Auto-locking Glider, an important tool in the care of burn 
patients. The vestibular motion provided by the glider is effective 
for decreasing pain and risk for delirium, conditions burn patients 
are at high risk of experiencing. They continue to use funds for 
education and recently worked alongside the Hennepin County 
Medical Center burn team to learn new techniques and processes 
to improve patient care. Future priorities include a stainless-
steel shower chair and virtual reality goggles, used as a pain 
management tool, resulting in less medications. 

The Regions Hospital Burn Unit used the proceeds from the 12th 
annual event to send 16 kids to Camp Cheley, a burn camp in Estes 
Park, Colorado. They also sent four RNs, their burn dietician, and 
Burn Surgery Fellow Max Busch to the American Burn Association 
(ABA) national conference. The proceeds from this year will 
continue to support children attending Camp Cheley. Brad Rogers, 
Regions Burn Center head nurse said, “This camp is instrumental 
in giving pediatric burn survivors the venue to be with other burn 
survivors. The investment into our staff to attend the national 
ABA conference is crucial. We have created advisory groups to 
share the knowledge brought back from Chicago, and as a result, 
improved the perceived pain of patients in dressing changes, as 
well as the education we provide in preparing patients to leave the 
hospital. Thank you so much for your generosity!” 

HCMC Burn Center Director Ryan Fey, MD shared, “The HCMC Burn 
Center is immensely grateful for our ongoing partnership with the 
MREA and their members. These funds have been applied each 
year to ongoing continuing education for nursing, therapy, pharmacy, 
nutrition, and other support staff. We also use the funds to provide 
community education through outreach, burn-specific medical 
education, and burn prevention efforts. Education will remain a 
priority into the future as well as physical plant improvements such as 
a dedicated operating room  specifically tailored to the unique needs 
of burn patients. Thank you for helping to make our mission a reality.”

This event and the support provided to the burn centers could 
never happen without our wonderful members. The tournament 
is scheduled next year at Pebble Creek Golf Club in Becker on 
Friday, July 26, 2019.  

Regions check presentation.

By Shari Wormwood, Communication Specialist

CORRECTION FROM AUGUST MREA REPORT:
By bringing the organizations together with a united purpose, the benefit 
brought in $58,386. After expenses, each Burn Center will received 
$13,877.67 plus a $1,666 matching gift from CoBank. HCMC check presentation

Regions Burn Center patients at Camp Chenley

Essentia Health check presentation: Chad Nelsen, Krista Benjamin, 
Shari Wormwood, Traci Marciniak REMA Line Superintendents  

were treated to an abundance of door prizes donated by vendors 
at the trade show.

https://www.mrea.coop/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1092709&group=


The National Academy of Engineering ranked electrification as 
the greatest achievement of the 20th Century, and it is easy to 

see why. Merely flicking a switch harnesses the power of electricity, 
transforming raw energy delivered safely and economically right 
into the home, business and factory - the workhorse of the modern 
world. Rural residence couldn’t get these benefits without doing 
the job themselves. In the mid-1930s, coming up on a hundred 
years ago, virtually everyone living in a city had electric power. 
But the economics of providing electricity to farms was a different 
matter, and 90% of rural America languished through their daily 
grind without electricity.  

After President Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed the Rural 
Electrification Act into law in 1935, farmers loaned money from the 
government to build their own electric lines. Since others didn’t want 
them as “customers,” they became “members” of a cooperative 
they owned themselves. Releasing the power of local communities, 
a short fifteen years later, virtually all of rural America was served 
by a locally governed rural electric cooperative. Rural America was 
transformed from darkness to light in less time than it takes today 
to build a transmission line. And we remain today, governed by 
our members, locally elected residents, and focused on bringing 
reliable and affordable electricity to our local communities, while 
adapting to the rapidly changing energy industry around all of us. 
Townships and rural electric cooperatives – kindred spirits of 

local democracy in action. Local people elected by their peers to 
carry out a vital service for the benefit of their community. In their 
bestselling book, Why Nations Fail,1  Acemoglu and Robinson argue 
the key long-term factor that differentiates flourishing nations from 
failing ones is inclusiveness – political and economic systems that 
result in broad inclusion of the population, leads to thriving nations.  
Townships and rural electric cooperatives are wonderful examples 
of this principle at work. In Minnesota’s 1,781 townships and 50 
rural electric cooperatives, the election and engagement of local 
people propel the prosperity of our democracy and economy.

Rooted in tradition, we are focused on tomorrow’s challenges. 
Today’s energy environment is rapidly changing – including the 
generation mix, responsible for getting the power on the system in 
the first place. Generators transform energy from raw resources into 
electricity. Local rural electric cooperatives had to band together 
to make building these assets economically viable, so they created 
“G&Ts,” or Generation and Transmission cooperatives. There are six 
G&Ts serving Minnesota, producing power and using high voltage 
transmission lines to deliver it to local distribution cooperatives. The 
largest in Minnesota is Great River Energy (GRE). 

This summer, GRE committed to a goal of producing at least half of 
all their electricity from renewable resources by 2030. All utilities in 
Minnesota are required by the state to produce at least 25% of their 
electricity from renewables by 2025. Like all the state’s cooperatives, 
GRE’s progress is running well ahead of state mandates; they met 
the 2025 goal in 2017 – eight years ahead of schedule. 

Electrifying transportation also improves the environment. 
With more renewable energy sources on the power grid, the 
transportation sector is now emitting more carbon into the 
environment than electric generation. Any vehicle mile transitioned 
from gasoline to electricity will result in fewer pollutants today, and 
that gap will only widen as the electric grid gets greener. And even 
without special electric rate incentives, moving your wheels with 
electricity is about 75% cheaper than buying gasoline. Better yet, 
cooperatives were the first utilities in the state to develop lower 
cost rates for charging electric vehicles overnight. Dakota Electric 
Association, in addition to leading the way on cheaper charging 
rates, partnered with GRE to deploy the (continued on back page)  

POWERING MINNESOTA'S TOWNSHIPS 
RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES INNOVATING FOR MEMBERS
By Darrick Moe, President and CEO

The Minnesota Association of Township’s (MAT) Annual 
Meeting is November 15 – 17th in Duluth this year.  Their 
theme is “Powering Our Future – Energy to Build on in Your 
Township” (see https://mntownships.org/annual-meeting/).  I 
was invited to serve as a judge for an essay contest related 
to their conference theme, and contribute an article to 
their publication, the Minnesota Township Insider, being 
published about the same time as this MREA Report.  We’ve 
been looking for opportunities to partner with MAT, so I 
appreciated the offer.  I’m sharing an excerpt from the article 
here – along with a shout out to those that serve both your 
local cooperative and township – thanks!  If you’d like to read 
the entire article, you can find it on our website here.  

MREA SAFETY AND LOSS CONTROL CONFERENCE
DECEMBER 5-7, 2018 
THE HUMAN COMPONENT OF SAFETY - DON'T MISS OUT - REGISTER NOW!
How can we possibly look at safety without looking at ourselves? This conference will explore the  
things we do and how we impact our safety daily because how we respond is what shapes our safety culture.    

NEW LOCATION:  Rockwoods Event Center, 9100 Quaday Ave. NE, Otsego, MN

https://mntownships.org/annual-meeting
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.mrea.coop/resource/resmgr/mrea_reports/mrea_report_articles/mat_rec_energy_future_by_dar.pdf
https://www.mrea.coop/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=943480&group=


POWERING MINNESOTA'S TOWNSHIPS CONTINUED
state’s first all-electric school bus in 2017. The automotive industry 
is in the midst of doubling down on the future of electric vehicles, 
which promises to bring more options and better alternatives. I 
don’t know how long this transition will take, but I do know it doesn’t 
seem like very long ago that when I wanted to make a phone call I 
just naturally relied on one of those “landlines”. 

As the electric grid continues to get greener and more efficient, 
we can look forward to it enhancing our lives in many more ways 
in this new century, including by revolutionizing the way we fuel 
transportation. And cooperatives, led by the neighbors you elect to 
provide governance, will continue to be in the forefront. Delivering 
reliable and affordable energy to local communities and innovating 
with an agility unique to our governance model. After interviewing 
cooperatives around the state, the Minnesota Center for Energy 
and Environment issued a report in January 2017, summarizing 
their findings. This report, titled Laboratories of Utility Innovation, 
summarized numerous innovative strategies and technologies 
cooperatives are putting into place to bring value to our membership. 
In cooperatives, they “discovered a culture that is extremely cost-
conscious and, at the same time, willing to take strategic risks in the 
best interest of the membership.”2  That’s what I find each day – the 
cooperative model at work innovating for our membership.
 

1 Daron Acemoglu & James A. Robinson, WHY NATIONS FAIL: THE 
ORIGINS OF POWER, PROSPERITY, AND POVERTY, New York: 
Crown, 2012.

2  Sullivan, Joe, Bull, Mike & Booth Tobin, Helen. Minnesota’s Electric 
Cooperatives: Laboratories of Utility Innovation, Center for Energy 
and Environment, p. 1 (2017). https://www.mncee.org/getattachment/
Resources/Resource-Center/Technical-Reports/Electric-Co-ops-
Lead-Minnesota-Innovation/CoopWhitePaper-FINAL-DRAFT.pdf.aspx

WINNERS OF 13TH ANNUAL BURN CENTER BENEFIT TOURNAMENT

Second Place Team

HCMC 1st place hospital team

First Place Team

http://www.waterfurnace.com

